
MINISTRY OF SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
TE MANATU WHAKAHIATO ORA 

14 OCT 2019 

Dear 

On 21 August 2019, you emailed the Ministry requesting, under the Official 
Information Act 1982, information and figures regarding warrants to arrest 
sanctions. 

Warrants to arrest are issued by the Courts, and actioned by the Police. The Warrant 
to Arrest policy uses the Social Security Act to promote compliance with the justice 
sector obligations to improve the clearance rate of arrest warrants issued for criminal 
proceedings. 

Warrants can be resolved at any courthouse. The Ministry of Justice advises the 
Ministry of any outstanding arrest warrants that have not been resolved within a 28 
day period, and this information is matched aga inst Ministry records. The Ministry 
sends a letter to advise the client that they have ten working days to present at the 
Ministry of Justice to clear their warrant, otherwise their benefit payments may be 
reduced or stopped. 

No more than SO percent of a person's benefit is stopped for clients with children. For 
couples, payment will be stopped for the client who has the outstanding warrant, and 
the remaining portion Is still paid to the spouses' partner. 

You can read more about the policy regarding warrants to arrest at the fol lowing 
link: www.workandincome.govt.nz/on-a-benefit/arrest-warrants.html . 

Please take this information into consideration as you read through the information 
provided. 

For the sake of clarity, your questions are addressed in t urn. 

1. I request all reports, briefings, and other documents provided to the Ministry 
of Social Development related to imposing benefit sanctions on a beneficiary 
whom criminal proceedings have commenced against OR a beneficiary whom 
the New Zealand court has issued a warrant for their arrest, since February 
2019. 

2. I request all reports, briefings, and other documents provided to MSD related 
to the implementation of recommendations by the Welfare Expert Advisory 
Group regarding warrants to arrest sanctions. 

National Office. Aurora Centre/ 56 The Terrace (off Aurora Tee)/ Wellington 6011 
56 The Ter race, Aurora Tee/ Wellington 6011 / New Zealand 
Fax: +64 4 918 3100 / www.msd.govt.nz 
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Enclosed are the following two documents found to be In scope of questions one and 
two: 

- -- ~ 

- - .. Date - - - -- Title 
Options- Expectations, responsibilities incentives and 

Februarv 2019 conseauences 
Obligations and Sanctions- Expectations, responsibilities, 

f_ebru~J:Y.. io 19 incentives, conseauences 

The two documents listed above were provided to the Welfare Expert Advisory Group 
(WEAG) by the WEAG Secretariat and were also forwarded to the Ministry. The 
options identified in these documents were provided to the WEAG to inform the 
development of their report, which has been finalised and released. 

These options are not fully developed, and considerable further work would be 
required to develop comprehensive advice. The provision of further advice relating to 
the topics raised in these documents will be dependent on Government priorities for 
the welfare overhaul. For further information, publicly released background papers, 
evidence briefs, cabinet papers and cabinet minutes are available at the links below: 

• www.weag .govt.nz/weag-report/ 
• www.msd.govt.nz/about-msd-and-our-work/publications

resources/informatjon- releases/ welfare-exoert-adyjsorv-group-cabinet
papers-minutes-and-cover-sheets.html 

3. Please include a breakdown of all data by ethnicity and gender 
4. I request data regarding the number of warrants to arrest sanctions imposed 

by MSD since January 2014, broken down by year 
5. I request data regarding the dollar amount of warrants to arrest sanction 

penalties imposed by MSD since January 2014, broken down by year 

You will find enclosed two tables which provide the follow ing Information: 

• Table One which shows the number of sanctions imposed due to unresolved 
warrants to arrest on working age main benefit clients from 1 January 2014 to 
30 June 2019 broken down by year, gender and ethnic group. 

• Table Two which shows the number of sanctions imposed due to unresolved 
warrants to arrest on working age main benefit clients from 1 January 2014 to 
30 June 2019 broken down by year and type of sanction. 

Please note the ethnicity classification that is used in this table does not necessarily 
align with the current Statistics New Zealand classification of ethnicity . Ethnicity details 
recorded by the Ministry have been gathered under a variety of classification methods 
as clients come into contact with the Ministry. The ethnicity data may be self-identified 
based on an individual's preference or self-construct. 

The principles and purposes of the Official Information Act 1982 under which you 
made your request are: 

• to create greater openness and transparency about the plans, work and 
activities of the Government, 
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• to increase the ability of the public to participate in the making and 
administration of our laws and policies and 

• to lead to greater accountabllity in the conduct of public affairs. 

This Ministry fully supports those principles and purposes. The Ministry therefore 
Intends to make the information contained in this letter and any attached documents 
available to the wider public shortly. The Ministry will do this by publishing this letter 
and attachments on the Ministry of Social Development's website. Your personal 
details will be deleted and the Ministry will not publish any Information that would 
identify you as the person who requested the Information. 

If you wish to discuss this response with us, please feel free to contact 
OIA Reauests@msd.govt.nz. 

If you are not satisfied with this response regarding warrant to arrest sanctions, you 
have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman. Information 
about how to make a complaint is available at www.ombudsman.parUament.nz or 
0800 802 602. 

/ 
Bri get Saunders 
Manager, Issue Resolution, Service Delivery 
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Table One: Number of sanctions imposed due to unresolved warrants to arrest on 
Working Age Main Benefit clients from 1 January 2014 to 30 June 2019, broken 
d b d d h" own ►v vear. aen er an et me arouo. 

Calendar year 
Gender and Ethnic Group 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019* 

Maori 472 462 596 737 862 490 
Pacific Peoples 38 35 56 74 53 27 

Female 
NZ European 95 109 149 174 155 71 
Unspecified 4 8 8 12 15 9 
Other 16 13 22 38 36 25 
Sub Total 625 627 831 1,035 1121 622 
Maori 589 694 817 948 1 009 692 
Pacific Peoples 71 79 99 98 99 66 

Male 
NZ European 193 224 251 269 273 193 
Unspecified 9 19 21 32 38 23 
Other 36 47 54 69 76 57 
Sub Total 898 1063 1,242 1,416 1,495 1,031 

Total 1523 1,690 2,073 2 451 2,616 1,653 

Table Two: Number of sanctions imposed due to unresolved warrants to arrest on 
Working Age Main Benefit clients from 1 January 2014 to 30 June 2019, broken 
d b d f own >V year an type o sanction. 

Type of Sanction 
Calendar year 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019* 

Reduced Rate 
535 543 657 741 755 458 

Suspension 
988 1 147 1 416 1 710 1 861 1195 

Total 1,523 1,690 2 073 2,451 2 616 1653 

Notes on Tables One and Two: 

• The 2019 data only covers the year to 30 June 2019. 
• This is a count of sanctions not clients. A client may have had multiple sanctions In the 

period reported. 
• The above tables Include working age people only (18 to 64 years). 
• Main Benefits exclude NZ Superannuation, Veteran's Pension, Non-Beneficary 

assistance, Orphan's Benefit and Unsupported Child's Benefit. 
• Unspecified ethnic group is where the ethnicity of the client has not been provided. 
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Obligations & Sanctions - Expectations, responsibilities, incentives, consequences }.;. W ;if a';; 
"'fXp,rtA<IMCl}'Groop 

Changes to obligations & sanction in line with the new government vision 

Mutual expectations and mutual responsibilities would form the basis of the social contract between New Zealanders and the State. They would need to be evident in all layers of the public service that contribute to 
the overall wellbeing of people who access benefits. 
The assumption is that the majority of the people receiving welfare want to engage and would understand there are conditions to receiving support. In return they should expect to receive the appropriate help and 
encouragement to fulfil what is expected and what would be best for their wellbeing. This mutuality forms the basis between the people and the service with an explicit responsibility on the service to ensure people 
receive everything they may be entitled to. 
At the heart of positive change is a trusted relationship so the parties to the relationship need to be clear on each other responsibilities . The relationship would be based on mutual trust and respect. 
Mutual expectations and responsibilities should be centred on the individual , the family/Whanau/children and include expectations of other agencies or organl'satlons that might be key to their future wellbeing 
Work expectations should reflect what is best for a person's wellbeing and extend beyond paid work to incorporate volunteering 
Sanctions need to be modest, only used as a last resort and balanced with simple explicit mutual responsibilities 

Problem definition {overall view or the current state) 
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Current obligations are numerous, complex and predominantly work focussed. Different benefits have different obligations adding to the complexity and misunderstanding. They are one-sided aimed at the people 
receiving benefits. People don't understand what's expected of them. There are no corresponding obligations on the delivery agency. 
Belief that a •stick •approach motivates people to engage with Work & Income, to seek and move Into work. 
Work related obligations are not clienVfamily/Whanau centred. They do not reflect the changing nature of work (no longer 40 hours Monday to Friday) or changing family structures 
The sanction administration practices are variable and punitive. Sanctions are easy to apply and disempower people emotionally. People report they feel they are being blamed or treated like they are trying to rip off 
the system. They feel caught between the system and their role of maintaining a family. 
Strong financial sanctions tend to increase poverty with negative effects on wellbeing. 
Stopping benefit monies disrupts lives, interrupts automatic payments for essential costs, incurs additional fees and results in added stress or embarrassment 
Maori are disproportionately represented where sanctions have been imposed 

Current state Short term opdou Longer term 

There is no current evidence or research available on the Improve practices to ensure people are receiving what Hlgh quality experience when 
view of mutual expectations or mutual responsibilities. they are entitled to people require welfare assistance. 

MSO culture change following the new government vision Is Continued focus on changing the culture and extend Supporting people to achieve their 
underway. beyond service delivery potential of learning, caring or 

Currently 35% (78K) of people on benefit have an Invest In front line employees to be skilled, qualified and volunteering and earning through 

allocated case manager. The decision to allocate a case incentlvized to help people. 
good and rewarding work. 

manager is based on a predictive model that estimates that Value and recognize activities to participate in volunteering Resourcing is appropriate to meet 
a client is likely to benefit from individual case expected outcomes. 
management. There is no opportunity for people to elect to 

and that partieipation is voluntary. No sanctions if cease to 
participate. Review case management 

have a case manager voluntarily. allocation model so people with 
Near1y 1400 people have an 'Intensive client support 

An approach underpinned by the following principles: 
complex needs can build a mutual 

Mutual 
manager" and they report helpful experiences and positive 1. Employment is the primary goal. Plans are developed relationship. 

expectations 
relationships. In most of the case studies, intensive case with the person to achieve this. The person owns the 

Lower caselOads 
Mutual management was effective in increasing time spent off plan 

responsibilities benefit and/or In employment, and lower benefit system Evidence based policy is balanced 
2. Everyone who wants It Is eligible for employment 

costs more than offset the costs of the programme (where support; with oomplimentary administration 
estimates are available) practices 

People without a direct case manager relationship report it 
3. Job search is consistent with individual preferences; 

Is common to tell their story over and over. Contradictory 4. Job search Is rapid : beginning within one month; 

information is stressful and frustrating. There is no 5. Employment specialists develop relationships with 
conSlstent person to build trust and a relationship with. employers based upon a person's work preferences; 

6. Support Is time-unlimited and individualised to both the 
employer and the employee; 

7. Advice on how welfare benefits and IRO supports the 
person through the transition from benefits to work 

Future state 

People's needs and wellbeing are at the 
core of all decision making through all 
layers of the delivery agency. 

A supportive relational service that Is 
valued by all parties 

Options to have services provided by 
the most appropriate 
people/organisation e.g. Whanau Ora 

Provision of individualiSed systems of 
support e.g. person-centred, 
responsive, Hexlble across the life 
span, proactive 
Person at the centre e.g. 
services/supports aligned to person's 
identified needs, measure and use 
personal outcomes 
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Financial sanction penalties are set at 50% or 100% Active labour market policies as per work-stream Review 3 tier graduated sanction Service delivery and case management 

In intemational comparisons out of 40 countries New Re-balance the use of sanctions as a last resort and 
regime. A more graduated model that Is consistent with the 

Zealand is ranked 14'" most strict (Langenbucher, 2015) monitoring renects minimal use. Explore the reasons people 
approach e.g. 10%, 20% financial overall purpose, principles and values. 
sanctions. Maximum 50%. 

Incentive payments are not common practice but up to 
do not want to/cannot engage and address the causes in a Operating model that lncentlvizes 

$5000 for~ programmes or services can bi! made 
helpful way. A supportive personal resp-0nse to workers to help people. 

if related to employment and work readiness assistance, to Ready access to pooled funding to support people to 
help people meet expectations and 

Improved income adequacy as per 
I enable a dient to do one or more of the following activities: "explore their options·. This crosses over with the active 

responsibilities. Empower people 
work-stream. Make work pay. 

at every opportunity. 
I enter or retain employment; take up an offer of suitable labour market policies but could have a wider scope for 

Working for families and tax credits 
employment; relocate to take up an offer of suitable case manager discretion. E.g. small payments to remove Consider Innovative ways to 

lncentivlse transitions to work 
employment or where there are better employment barriers or to build confidence or motivation; Job searching support Maori to enter and remain 
opportunities; gain employment skills; enter Into study or costs; travel to interviews; training; other learning; in work 
employment-related training. Current~ volunteering; costs of keeping in touch with a case 

Offer alternative case management VI Incentives programmes are minimal and only include In-work support manager, ,! 
(phone service delivered by the contact centre paying Just 

options includ ing iwi or kaupapa 

E Financial 
over 400 clients In a year an average of $1700 each) and 

Increased access to the current Incentive payments by Maori based services 

z Non-financial Intensive dlent support trials (paid to 92 clients in a year 
skilled and trained employees practiced in providing 

Resourcing is appropriate to meet 
~ an average of $1250) 

relational services. Monitoring to see the use is aligned to 
expected outcomes 

mutual expectations and responsibilities. 
A $21 per week non-taxable allowance Is available for 

Seek out programs that support efforts to boost education 
participating in a community project. Minimal use. ($257K and skills Including voluntary employment programs. 
spent last year) 

Youth Payment and Young Parent Payment can receive $10 
One to one case management for those that request It 

per week for each of the following activities: 

Youth Education Incentive Payment 

Youth Budgeting Inoentive Payment 

Youth Parenting Education Incentive Payment 

There are 4 work related obligations that apply to people Provide more generous support to move into work that is Financial support for a child follows 

Ill 
on benefit with dependent children. sensitive to the Individual circumstances. Deferring the child 

= 1. Sole parents with children age O to 2 are obligated to 
expectations should be thoughtful and relevant • for 

= 
be preparing for work. 

example children with d isability or behavioral needs; 

Ill 2. Sole parents and couples with children age 3 to 13 
teenagers requiring additional support / supervision. 

~ have part-time work obligations Additional support to provide incentives to work e.g. 

:lz 3. Sole parents and couples with Children age 14 and over Increase assistance and options for child care, how 
Ill :I have full time work obligations. additional income Is assessed and bi!nent payments are i9 Children at the 4 . The ·subsequent Child" policy was introduced in 2013. abated. 
VI .. centre If an additiOnal chtld ,s induded in benefit, the sole z z: Remove work related obllgauons for all people on a beneflt a~ Whanau centred parent or partner will have work preparation 

with dependent children. cz obligations until the child turns 12 months of age. 
C, '1 Parenting When that child turns 12 months of age, the sole The age at which obligations apply is determined in 
!::lz priorities . .. parent or partner's obligations will be based on the age agreement with the parent/s or Whanau 
o Ill of the next youngest child. Provide continuous opportunities to develop, maintain and 
~Q 

When challenged do the current choices provide the best upgrade skills through learning, training, volunteering or 
:!I for children being supported? caring for children regardless of the age of the children 

= 1111 
Ill 
0 
J: 
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New Zealand's pre-employment drug testing policy was Less than 100 people per annum have been sanctioned Improve access to drug and alcohol 
introduced in 2013 as part of the then-Government's Indicating minimal enforcement. Remove the obligation pre- services for all New Zealanders 

welfare reforms. The policy requires all clients with worlc employment drug testing obligation with problematic drug and alcohol 
obligations to undertake and pass any pre-employment 

Employers will still drug test. 
use. 

drug test requested by an employer or training provider as Intensive one-to-one support from 
part of the application process for a suitable job, or as a Working with employers to improve access to employment 

trained key workers to stabilize the 
prerequisite for a sui table training course. opportunities - active labour market policies 

circumstances of the dient. 
The primary policy rationale was to prevent drug use being Distinguish between recreational users and those with 

a barrier to employment for beneficiaries, and to set the substance use d isorders. Approaches that help those with 

expectation that recreational druo use Is •not an acceptable substance use disorders access treatment and gain and 

excuse for avoiding available work" (Bennett, 2012). At the maintain employment. 

I time, around 40 percent of vacancies advertised through 

0 work and Income required pre-employment drug-tests, 

5 primarily for health and safety reasons (Bennett, 2012). 

ID Pre-employment Prior to the policy's Introduction, clients could opt out of In the United Kingdom, the current focus Is on encouraging ::l drug testing applying for suitable jobs that required a pre-employment substance users to voluntarily engage with recovery • 0 drug test, if they would not be able to pass. services. Moving away from a ' recover first/find work 
Q Sanction 

§ oriented vs. There is no requirement to participate in treatment In order second' approach towards viewing employment and other 

health oriented to qualify for or continue to receive income support. meaningful activity as part of recovery. .. • There Is no way of estimating the extent of substance use 
llll • and dependency among people on benefits . 
0 
:S Failure to meet drug-testing obligations without a good and 

sufficient reason, may lead to an obligations failu re being 
initiated and a sanction being Imposed. Administration and 
policy guidelines for front line workers require a level of 
understanding of drug use so can be open to individual 
Interpretation. The sanctions are multi layered with time 
frames that are complex to administer. 

Since 2014 there has been an average of gs sanctions per 
annum applied for drug-related obligation failures. 

There IS currently little evidence on the effects of drug test 
obligations and sanctions for welfare recipients. 

People receiving a benefit must take reasonable steps to Remove these obligations - there is no support to continue a What is the responsibility of MSD In Holistic joined up cross government 

meet social obligations as a parent or a caregiver. These financial punitive approach supporting people to improve partnered support to connect people to 
obligations require them to take all reasonable steps to Few high-income countries apply social obllgatlons within their social outcomes and how this is all the support they need for their 

ensure their child is enrolled with a medical practice, is up welfare benefit and other payment systems. Examples from done operationally? E.g. if a child wellbeing 
to date with Well Chlld/Tamariki Ora checks, and is other countries Include Australia (where some benefits are is truant from school; how to 

enrolled and attending early childhood education or school. conditional on children receiving vaccinations, and conditioning navigate health care for their 

If a client has been through a regular engagement and payments on enrolling in and attending school has been children. 

"' support process and is not taking all reasonable steps to 
trialled), the United States (US) (where some states have Skilled/trained worlcers/ kaiawhina z social obligations relating to eg school attendance and 

15 Social meet one of their social obligations and they do not have a immunisations) and France (where famMy benefits were made 
to suppcrt families In need 

Obligations 
good and sufficient reason for failing to meet their social conditional on school attendance but this was subsequently Offer alternative case management 

ID obligation, then an obligations failure may be initiated. 

1i reversed). A few other OECO countries have payments for options lndudlng iwl or kaupapa 

0 A sanction has never been applied for failure to comply pregnant women or children that are conditional on aocessing Maori based services to help 

' 
with Sotial ObligatiQns. specified universal pre- or post-natal services. navigate across all services 

Empirical Evidence on the effects of social obligations In a number of low· and middle-income countries, the Health interface 

attached to welfare benefits and other payments in high introduction of new cash transfers has been made conditional 

income countries is limited. 
on eg chik1ren's school attendance, or this kind of 'conditional Education Interface 

cash transfer' (CCT) approach has been trialled. This approach Oranga Tamariki interface 
MSD Is o~en seen as the social support agency and when has also been trialled in recent 'Family Rewards' demonstration 
people seek help with wider studies in the US. 
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War.-ants to 

arrest 

52 week re
appllcatlon for a 
benefit for sole 

parents 

Pre benefit 
activities 

Non-entitlement 
periods for 

3 obligation 
failures, 

refusing a job or 
leaving a job 

A data matching agreement with Ministry of Justice when a 
Warrant to Arrest has been issued over 28 <lays and to see if 

the person Is In receipt of a benefit. Benefit payments are 
suspended or reduced if the WTA isn't cleared within 10 
working days. Police can request Immediate benefit 
suspension if the person Is a risk to public safety 

In the year ending 30 June 2018 4300 people received a 
notification letter. 64% (2753) were Maori. Over half of these 
people cleared their warrant within 10 days but 47% (2091) 
had their benefit stopped as a sanction. Of the people 
sanctioned 4 7% were age 25 to 34 years of age. There Is no 
available data for WTA sanctions applied where there are 
children 

Generally all clients receiving Jobseeker Support or Sole Parent 
Support must re-apply for their benefit every 52 weeks and 
complete a COmprehenslve Work Assessment. If a client does 
not complete the re-application process within stipulated time 
frames their benefit Is cancelled. Clients In the Work Focused 
Case management serviee are expected to complete their re· 
application /n person. 

This obligation was introduced to sole parents In 2016. It has 
been in place for Job seekers slnce 2010. 

Feedback from sole parents during consultatiOn has been 
critical of this relatively new obligation 

Recent data (only 2 years available) indicates this obligation 
has had no effect on the number of sole parent support 
benefits payable. 

Pre-benefit activities require Job seekers to attend a Work 
For You seminar and to complete a job seeker profile. 

The client applying for benefit is obliged to complete the 

activity once it has been assigned to them, in order for 
their application for benefit to be progressed ( otherwise the 

application will lapse af\er 20 working days) . 

There are 3 occasions where a 13 week "stand down· may 

be used: 

1. Benefit is cancelled and there is no further entitlement 
for 13 weeks if a client without children ~ 

obljgations in a 12 month period For sole parents the 
benefit rate Is cut by 50% for 13 weeks. 

2. Someone who a:[uses an offer of suitable work can 
immediately be subject to a 13 week non-entitlement 
period. There have been 73 people sanctioned 
nationally In the last year. 

3. A person applying for a benefit with work oblfgatfons, 

can have a voluntary unemployment stand down 
Imposed ( 13 week non-entitlement period) If they have 

become v;,hmtnrilv uoemoloved without a oood and 
sufficient reason or are aooMna for a benefit because 
they were dismissed !>Y their emoioyer tor misconduct. 
There have been just over 700 people sanctioned 1n the 
last year. 16 were sole parents. 

Remove this obligation for everyone 

Continue information share with Ministry of Just ice. Take a 
pro-active approach to contact these people and remove or 
limit sanctions 

Remove this obligation only from people with children 
keeping it in place for people without children 

Explore why people cleared their warrant to arrest following 
a notification - were they aware there was a warrant for 

their arrest? 

Remove this obllgatlon that adds administrative pressure 
on sole parents. 

Return to the process pre 2016 where sole parents 
completed an annual review process to check for any 
changes to their circumstances, verify their Income, review 
the rate of their benefit and d iscuss work. (This annual 
review did not Include a full re-application process or 
specified requirements for cancellation of benefit.) 

Al low options for this (at least) annual review to be face to 
face wi th trained workers to ensure they are receiving 
everything they are entitled to. 

Enable simple and straightforward accesslblllty to the system 
by removing this obligation 

Act early and quickly to Introduce people to the service and 
financial support. 

First Interaction should be to understand someone's Individual 
situation so appropriate support is immediate 

Labour market Interface - act early 

Justice interface. 

Offer alternative case management 
options including lwi or kaupapa 
Maori based services to help 
navigate across all services 

Resourcing Is appropriate to meet 
expected outcomes 

Resourcing is appropriate to meet 

expected outcomes 

Trained and skilled front l ine staff in 

Offer alternative case management 
options including iwi or kaupapa 

Maori based services 

Take a fair approach and explore the situation to determine I Resourcing is appropriate to meet 
what happened. What else is needed to help expected outcomes 

Remove 13 week non-entitlement sanctions I Offer alternative case management 
options including 1wi or kaupapa 
Maori based services to help 
navigate across all services 
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Mutual 
responsibilities 

Expectations of 
the people 
receiving 
support 

Mutual 
e,q,ectations & 
responsibilities 

Simplify 

Reduce 
complexity 
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DRAFT 

OPTIONS - Expectations, responsibilit ies, incentives and consequences 

Mutual expectations and mutual responsibilities would form the basis of the social contract between New Zealanders and the State. 
Rebalancing this contract includes responsibilit ies of MSD to ensure people know what they are entitled to and to prioritise people receive 
their full and correct entitlements. 

Approaches may Include 

1. Service provision. High quality services that treat people with dignity and respect. A service based on relationships and wrap around 
services with the person/Whanau at the centre. Places that are welcoming providing a positive experience every time. Services that 
are easy to access and simple to understand. 

2. Regulation. A performance framework that holds MSD to account for the quality of the service and how people are treated. Setting 
and enforcing minimum standards to lift quality. On-going monitoring and improvement expectations. 

3. Incentives. Rediiclng financial barriers by providing an Income sufficient to live on. Other financial incentives including tax credits, 
abatement rates when working part time and active labour market policies. More generous child care provisions. 

4. case management. A one to one face to face service accessed by those for whom It will make the most difference. Voluntary basis 
but accompanle<I by targeting or eligibility cr iteria. Varying levels of case management Including caseload numbers and intensity of 
service. Provision to work cross agencies with navigator services. 

S. Information, education and support resources. Social marketing campaigns 

Retaining current obligations as expectations of the people receiving support 

the requirement to report to MSO any changes that might affect the amount of benefit that Is paid (receiving additional income; 
starting work ; amending personal details; partner/spouse or children; living costs; hospitalisation) 
advising overseas travel 
looking for and being available for full time work (no dependent children) 

Remove work related obligatlons for all people on benefit with dependent children OR 

Re-design the stages that work obligations apply - age 3 for part time work and 14 for full time work. The latter also means a transfer 
from sole parent support to Job seeker support. 

Outline "learning• as an option to meet the expectations of receiving support. Streamline the interface with Studylink and minimise 
differences between benefits and student loans / allowances. Supporting learning without having to transfer between systems. Recognise 
other learning opportunities beside tertiary. 

Extend the expectation to look for work to Include volunteer work especially as it relates to Increased participation, skill development and 
boosting prospects of finding paid work 

Re -write and communicate clear expectations to reflect the new purpose, principles and values 

Remove these obligations: (all require legislative changes) 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Pre benefit activities - enable simple and straightforward accessibility to the system. Act early and quickly to introduce people to the 
service and financial support. First interaction should be to understand someone's Individual situation so appropriate support Is 
Immediate. 
Subsequent child policy - a person having an additional child while on benefit 
Warrants to arrest. Continue information share with Ministry of Justice. Take a pro-active approach to contact these people. Explore 
why people cleared their warrant to arrest following a notification - were they aware there was a warrant for their arrest> 

I 4. Social obligations. What is the responsibility of MSD In supporting people to improve social outcomes and how this is done 
operationally? E.g. if a child is truant from school; how to navigate health care for their children. Skilled/trained workers/ kaiawhina 
to support families in need. Offer alternative case management options lndudlng lwl or kaupapa Maon based services to help navigate 
across all services 

15 . 

6. 
7. 

Pre-employment drug testing. Consider alternative approaches as ways to improve outcomes. Distinguish between recreational users 
and those with substance use disorders. Approaches that help those with sul)stance use disorders access treatment and gain and 
maintain employment. Intensive one-to-one support from trained key workers to stabilize the circumstances of the client. 

Work ability assessment. A blanket requirement to attend and participate in an assessment & fnterview. Variable current use. 
Re-apply for benefit every 52 weeks. All work obligated clients have this requirement. Replace with a minimum of an annual review 
for everyone. Increase mechanisms to encourage regular engagement with wider seamless community support 

NOTE: Removing any obligation (as above) would mean the corresponding sanctions would be negated 

Trade offs 

Simplify and re-design Income support system has potential for savings 
through less administration. 

Quality public employment service resulting In more people into sustainable 
work 

Increased flscal cost as per adequacy work stream 

Additional fiscal cost from increased take up 

Additional operational costs for lower caseloads. 

1. While people complete their pre-benefit activities they may, on 
occasrons, secure employment before benefit is granted. Accessing 
assiStance sooner may increase cost. 

2. Removes compliance in line with government vision for Children 
3. Taking a helpful approach supporting people across agencies 

4. Current prac1ice does not support social obligations 

5. Pressure and Increased demand on drug related health services. 

6. Refer health & disability work stream. 
7. Re-application proces.s Is administrative heavy. Simple and consistent 

approach regardless of benefit type cost saving. 



Impact on main li....nt (If d~nt Impact on supp~ry _,__, Requires strong active labour market policies. 
falls without good and sutrlclent 
reason) .. - Additional resourcing to Investigate cases 

Children at the 
Grade one sanction Benefit reduce<! by SO percent (for Supplementary assistance ,s not affected The threat of sanctions can act as a deterrent. Consider curbing people from 
(first failure 1n a 12 clients wlt,h Of' without dependent 

,;entre month period) children) throwing away their Job without consequence. 

Benefit will restart once the d ient 
completes the activity they failed to do 

Consequences Grade two sanction Benefit suspended by 100 percent for 100 percent suspension for clients with no dependent chllclren 
(second failure In a 12 clients with no dependent children ( or SO percent suspens,on for couples with dependent children 
month perlOd) SO percent for clients with dependent Not affected fo,- single ct,ents with dependent children' 

children) 
Benefit will restart once the client 
completes the activity they failed to do 

Grade three Benefit cancelled by 100 percent for 100 percent cancenooon for Clients with no dependent children 
sanction (third failure clients with no dependent children ( or SO percent cancellatiOn for couples with dependent children 
1n a 12 month period) SO percent for clients with decendent Not affected for s,ngJe clients with (lepencleot children 
filiQ 

children) for 13 weeks1 

Job refusal sancticn To recomply the client must take part 
(refuses an offer of In an approved activity for at least six 
suitable employment) weeks 

I 

ill! ~ Retain this 3 tier sanction regime with the explicit proviso the use of sanctions is a last resort and regular monitoring reflects 

!~ 
minimal use. Expectations of MSD to explore the reasons people do not want to/cannot engage and address the causes in a helpful way. 
Take a fair individual approach and explore the situation to determine what happened. What other help Is needed? 

it 
I i5 

...... .QB Retain the 3 tier sanction regime as above but remove the 13 week non-entitlement period for 
Ill z a) 3 obligation failures in a year 
0 

B b) Refusing the offer of suitable work 

z c) leaving a Job voluntarily or for misconduct. 

= 
QB Retain 3 tier sanction regime but remove all financial sanctions for people on benefit with dependent children. 

QJ2tl2.o...Z: Review 3 tier graduated sanction reg ime to a more graduated approach e.g. 10%, 20% financial sanctions. Set a maximum 

e.g. 50%. 

~ Change from a sanctions regime to one of financial incentives: 

Replacing sanctions that reduce or remove financial assistance with degrees of money management Including a cash card or vouchers. 

Seek out programs that support efforts to boost education and skills Including voluntary employment programs. Encourage part time 
worl<. Pay an addit ional payment for participating in these activities that support positive future sustainable paid work. ' Participation 

allowance" could be removed where cases warrant. 

Increased access to the cu rrent Incentive payments by skilled and trained employees practiced In providing relational services. Financial 
Incentives are discretionary, linked to individualized return to work plans and deliberately remove barriers to progressing. These are 
di fferent to active labour market policies and are currently used by the Intensive Olent Support Managers (as seen in Porlrua, Naenae and 
Rotorua during consultation or site visits) 

1 Supplementary assistance refers to Accommodation Supplement, Disability Allowance and Temporary Addit ional Support. Best Start Tax Credit and Family Tax Credit are not included. Disability Allowance and the Winter Energy Payment are not 
Impacted. 

• During a period of suspension or cancellation, a single person with dependent children Is ent itled to receive 50 percent of that benefit rate and the relevant income test applies, but at half the abatement rate In that Income test. 
• During the 13 week non-entitlement period, a client can be granted a provisional benefit from the date they start an approved six-week activity. The provisional benefit payment continues until the six-week activity ends, or the non-enti t lement 

period ends (whichever is earlier) . 
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DRAFT 

OPTIONS - Ex pectations, responsibilities, incentives and consequences 

Mutual expectations and mutual responSibilltles would form the baSis of the social contract between New Zealanders and the State. 
Rebalancing this contract lndu<les responslbill!les of MSD to ensure people know what they are entitled to and to prioritise people receive 
their full and correct entitlements. 

Approaches may Include 

1. Service provision. High quality services that treat people with dignity and respect. A service based on relationships and wrap around 
services with the person/Whanau at the centre. Places that are welcoming providing a positive experience every time. Services that 
are easy to access and simple to understand. 

2. Regulation. A performance framework that holds MSO to account for the quality of the service and how people are treated. Setting 
and enforcing minimum standards to lilt quality. On-going monitoring and improvement expectations. 

3. Incentives. Reducing financial barriers by providing an income sufficient to live on. Other financial incentives indudlng tax credits, 
abatement rates when working part time and active labour market policies. More generous child care provisions. 

4. Case management. A one to one face to face service accessed by those for whom it will make the most difference. Voluntary basis 
but accompanied by targeting or eligibility criteria. Varying levels of case management Including caseload numbers and intensity of 
service. ProviSion to work cross agencies with navigator services. 

S. Information, education and support resources. Social marketing campaigns 

Retaining current obligations as expectations of the people receiving support 

the requirement to report to MSD any changes that might affect the amount of benefit that Is pal<l {receiving additional income; 
starting work ; amending personal details; partner/spouse or children; living costs; hospitalisation) 
advising overseas travel 
looking for and being available for full time work {no dependent children) 

Remove work related obligations for all people on benefit with dependent children OR 

Re-design the stages that work obligations apply - age 3 for part time work and 14 for full time work. The latter also means a transfer 
from sole parent support to Job seeker support. 

Outline "leaming• as an option to meet the expectations of receiving support. Streamline the interface with Studytink and minimise 
differences between benefits and student loans/ allowances. Supporting learning without having to transfer between systems. Recognise 
other learning opportunities beside tertiary. 

Exten<l the expectation to look for work to include volunteer work especially as it relates to increased participation, skill development and 
boosting prospects of finding paid work 

Re-write and communicate clear expectations to reflect the new purpose, principles and values 

Remove these- obligations: {all require legislative changes) 

l. 

2 . 
3 . 

Pre benefit activities - enable simple and straightforward accessibility to the system. Act early and quickly to introduce people to the 
service and financial support. First Interaction should be to understand someone's Individual situation so appropriate support is 
immediate. 
Subsequent child policy - a person having an addltiOnal child while on benefit 
warrants to arrest. Continue information share with Ministry of Justice. Take a pro-active approach to contact these people. Explore 
why people deared their warrant to arrest following a notification - were they aware there was a warrant for their arrest? 

I 4 . Social obligations. What Is the responsibility of MSO in supporting people to improve social outcomes and how this is done 
operationally? E.g. if a child ,s truant from school ; how to navigate health care for their children. Skilled/trained workers/ kalawhina 
to support families in need. Offer alternative case management options including lwi or kaupapa Maori based services to help navigate 
across all services 

15. 

6. 
7 . 

Pre-employment drug testing. Consider alternative approaches as ways to Improve outcomes. Distinguish between recreational users 
and those with substance use disorders. Approaches that help those with substance use disorders access treatment and gain and 
maintain employment. Intensive one-to-one support from trained key workers to stabilize the circumstances of the d ient. 

Work ability assessment. A blanket requirement to attend and participate in an assessment & interview. Variable current use. 
Re-apply for benefit every 52 weeks. All work obligated Clients have this requirement. Replace woth a mlnfmum of an annual review 
for everyone. Increase mechanisms to encourage regular engagement with wider seamless community support 

NOTE: Removing any obligation (as above) would mean the corresponding sanctions would be negated 

Trade offs 

Simplify and re-design income support system has potential for savings 
through less administration. 

Quality public employment service resulting in more people Into sustainable 
work 

Increased fiscal cost as per adequacy work stream 

Additional fiscal cost from increased take up 

Additional operational costs for lower caseloads. 

l. While people complete their pre-benefit activities they may, on 
occasions, secure employment before benefit Is granted. Accessing 
assistance sooner may increase cost. 

2. Removes compliance In line with government vision for children 
3. Takong a helpfu l approach supporting people across agencies 

4. current practice does not support social obllgatlons 

5. Pressure and Increased demand on drug related health services. 

6. Refer health & disability work stream. 
7. Re -application process is administrative heavy. Simple and consistent 

approach regardless of benefit type cost saving. 
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Children at the 
centre 

Consequences 

Grade one sanction 
(first failure In a 12 
month period) 

Grade two sanction 
(second failure in a 12 
month period) 

Grade three 
$8Rction (third failure 
in a 12 month periOd) 

6t!.Q 

Job refusal sanction 
(refuses an offer of 
suitable employment) 

l,,..,:t on main -,ft {If dlent 
falls without good and sul'1clt:nt 
reason) 
Benefit reduced by 50 percent (ror 
chenlS w,th or wi'thout dependent 
children) 
Benefit will restart once the dlent 
completes the activity they failed to do 

Benefit suspended by 100 percent for 
dlenlS with no dependent children (or 
50 percent for clients with dependent 
chtldren) 
Benefit will restart once the client 
completes the activity they failed to do 
Benefit cancelled by 100 percent for 
dients with no dependent chll<lren (or 
SO percent for dients with dependent 
children) for 13 weeks' 
To recomply the dient must take part 
In an approved activity for at least six 
weeks 

lmpat:t on -,,p-..,y ..,....,_, 

Supplementary assistance ,s not affected 

100 percent suspension ror clients w,th no dependent Children 

50 pe,-cent suspenSion ror couples with dependent children 
Not affected for single d ienlS with dependent children' 

100 percent cancellation for chents with no depenoent children 
SO percent cancellation for couples with dependent children 
Not affected for Single dients with dependent children 

Qilll2n..J_;_ Retain this 3 tier sanction regime with the explicit proviso the use of sanctions is a last resort and regular monitoring reflects 
minimal use. Expectations of MSD to explore the reasons people do not want to/cannot engage and address the causes in a helpful way. 
Take a fair lndlVidual approach and explore the situation to determine what happened. What other help IS needed? 

QB. Retain the 3 tier sanction regime as above but remove the 13 week non-entitlement period for 

a) 3 obligation failures in a year 

b) RefuSing the offer of suitable work 

c) leaving a Job voluntarily or for misconduct. 

QB. Retain 3 tier sanction regime but remove all financial sanctions for people on benefit with dependent children. 

l2Jm2!ll: Review 3 tier graduated sanction regime to a more graduated approach e.g. 10%, 20% financial sanctions. Set a maximum 

e.g. 50%. 

~ Change from a sanctions regime to one of Rnancial Incentives: 

Replacing sanctions that reduce or remove financial assistance with degrees of money management including a cash card or vouchers. 

Seek out programs that support efforts to boost education and skills including voluntary employment programs. Encourage part time 
work . Pay an addi tional payment for participating In these activities that support posi tive future sustainable paid work. 'Participation 
allowance• could be removed where cases warrant. 

Increased access to the current Incentive payments by skilled and trained employees practiced in providing relational services. Financial 
incentives are discretionary, linked to individualized return to work plans and deliberately remove barrfers to progressing. These are 
different to active labour market policies and are currently used by the Intensive Client Support Managers (as seen in Porirua, Naenae and 
Rotorua during consultation or site visits) 

Requires strong active labour market policies. 

Additional resourcing to Investigate cases 

The threat of sanctions can act as a deterrent. Consider curbing people from 
throwing away their Job without consequence. 

' Supplementary assiStance refers to Accommodation Supplement, Disability Allowance and Temporary Additional Support. Best Start Tax Credit and Family Tax Credit are not included. Disability Allowance and the Winter Energy Payment are not 
Impacted. 

1 During a period of suspenSion or cancellation, a single person with dependent Children is entitled to receive 50 percent of that benefit rate and the relevant income test applies, but at half the abatement rate in that income test. 
' During the 13 week non-entitlement period, a client can be granted a provisional benefit from the date they start an approved Six-week activity. The provisional benefit payment continues until the six-week activity ends, or the non-entitlement 

period ends (whichever is earlier). 




